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imaginationfire your imagination

Inside, you'll find fires capable of totally transforming the look and feel of your home.

A whole range of beautiful gas and electric fire designs in contemporary and traditional styles, a wide

selection of colours; from classic brass through to contemporary bronze, a selection of fuel beds including

coals, pebbles or driftwood and skimmers. Additionally, our Airflame fires are like no other gas fires. Widely

acknowledged as the best on the market, they emulate a real fire in every way. They also boast Airflame’s

Mix & Match feature which gives you the chance to select any combination of frame, front and fuel bed. You

can totally transform the look of your fire in years to come without going to the expense of buying a complete

new fire, simply through purchasing a new frame and firefront.

But no matter which Wonderfire you choose, you have the chance to select a fire which will create the perfect

ambience and focal point for your room, no matter what your taste or requirements.
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4  airflame fires inspire
Airflame fires are like no other gas fires. With Airflame fires you can choose the height and colour of the flames and

control the heat at the touch of a button. Furthermore, the unique ‘Mix & Match’ feature ensures you get exactly the

fire you want.

technology to inspire you

Features and benefits of Airflame Technology

● Best dancing flame realism due to the
≥unique patented Airflame burner and matrix
≥system.
≥
● Best aesthetics live or cold using hand-
≥made ‘random’ coal overlays.
≥
● Beautiful glow and ambience. The
≥Airflames’s glowing realism creates, at its
≥heart, 1200 degree celsius of intense heat
≥and light
≥
● Most authentic flame patterns using the FX
≥control. You control between coal or coke
≥effects, offering yellow or blue flame
≥options.

● Convenient operation using the double
≥spark ignition system with fully adjustable
≥flame height.
≥
● Optional hand held battery operated remote
≥control.
≥
● Mix ‘n’ Match trim and front options.
≥Whichever Airflame fire you choose, you
≥can specify a coal or pebble bed; any one
≥of four styles of fire front; a double, or 
hhalf frame; manual, remote control or top
≥control.
≥
● Choice of radiant heat or convected and
≥radiant heat models.
≥
● XL version provides heat output up to
≥5.5kW (NV 4.0kW)

So take a look at the benefits the Airflame ‘Mix & Match’ range can offer you to create
your own ideal fire.

Changes to the frame and front are a quick and easy DIY task. Changes to the fuel bed may require professional assistance.

Airflame technology

Remote Control
All Airflame models are also
available with battery
operated hand held remote
control option.

Top Control
For effortless ease of use.
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mix & match 5

Mix and Match 

Changing the frame of your fire can

transform the entire look of your room.

With Airflame fires you can choose a

double, or half frame in classic brass or

contemporary chrome. You could even

choose to have a wide trim by

removing the smaller of the two trims

from the double frame.

Changing the front of your fire is simple and an incredibly effective way to give it a

completely new look. ‘Mix & Match’ means that whichever Airflame fire you choose,

you can opt for an Aspire, Style, Blenheim or Bauhaus front to complement it in a

choice of finishes or, in years to come, you can very simply change the front to

create a whole new look.

A coal or pebble bed? No matter 

which Airflame fire you choose, it's 

your choice entirely. Both produce

an impressive glow and heat

output. And both are available with

a choice of either manual or remote

control. A top control option is

available for fires with a coal fuel

bed only. What's more, with Mix &

Match, it's easy to change the fuel

bed in the future too. 

choose a framechoose a bed choose a front

Authenticity worth paying for Flexible fires
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6  style airflame
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stylestyle
airflame
Style Airflame is a beautiful, elegant, fire. Its patented

Airflame technology brings you the look and feel of a real fire 

and its clean, understated appearance ensures it is the

perfect centrepiece for all kinds of interior design schemes.

But Style Airflame doesn't only mean stylish, it also means

choice. For gas and electric models, thanks to our Mix &

Match system, you can choose between a coal or pebble

bed, and a chrome or polished brass finish. For gas models

you can even choose between manual, remote control or

top control (coal bed only). Which means you can add your

own touch of Style to any room in your home.

The Style Airflame Fire

• Airflame technology for ultimate 

realism

• Choice of pebble or coal bed

• Choice of manual, remote 

control or top control

• Choice of chrome or polished brass

• Choice of double or half trim

• Activeheat™ for rapid and even 

heat distribution

• Mix & Match for easy style updating

• Designed for homes with deeper 

chimneys and flues

• Slimline model available.* 

• Also available in electric

• Heat output 4.0kW (gas)

• Heat output 2.0kW (electric)

• XL kit supplied for extra high heat 

output on manual and remote control

models

• Spacer kit available for Style electric

* The Style Slimline has a shallow fuel bed different to the unique airflame fuel bed and comes in polished brass
with a coal bed or chrome with a pebble bed. The Slimline model has manual controls and has a heat output of
3.4kW.

style airflame 7

Authenticity worth paying for Flexible fires
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8  aspire airflame
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aspire
Raise your expectations of just how stylish a gas fire can be with the Wonderfire 

Aspire Airflame. Clean, understated and modern, the Aspire's Mix & Match system allows

you to create your very own Aspire Airflame to suit your exact requirements. Want a

pebble or coal bed? A half or double frame? Contemporary chrome or eye-catching

polished brass? Whatever you choose, you can inexpensively create a different look if you

change your décor in a few years time. Also you'll enjoy the benefits of Activeheat™ from

the Airflame engine, which ensures rapid and even heating of the room. 

aspire
airflame

The Aspire Airflame Fire

• Airflame technology for ultimate realism

• Choice of pebble or coal bed

• Choice of manual or remote control

• Choice of satin chrome or polished brass finish

• Choice of double or half trim

• Activeheat™ for rapid and even heat distribution

• Mix & Match for easy style updating

• Designed for homes with deeper chimneys 

or flues

• Heat output 4.0kW

• XL kit supplied for extra high heat output on manual

and remote control models

aspire airflame 9

Authenticity worth paying for Flexible fires
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The Bauhaus Airflame Fire

• Airflame technology for ultimate realism

• Choice of pebble or coal bed for 

chrome and brass options 

• Choice of manual, remote control or 

top control

• Choice of chrome or polished brass

• Choice of double or half trim

• Activeheat™ for rapid and even 

heat distribution

• Mix & Match for easy style updating

• Designed for homes with deeper 

chimneys or flues

• Heat output 4.0kW

• XL kit supplied for extra high heat 

output on manual and remote control 

models 

bauhausbauhaus
airflame
The Wonderfire Bauhaus Airflame would command pride of place in

anyone's living room. A real centrepiece, this is a fire that makes 

a confident statement. Bauhaus Airflame is part of our Mix & Match

range, you can choose the frame, front, finish and fuel bed that suits

your requirements exactly. Those of you who want to take the

luxurious ambience of a real flame gas fire to the ultimate extreme,

can even choose to take advantage of the remote control or new

top control options. Whichever Bauhaus Airflame you opt for, you

can rest assured that every single one comes with exactly the same

great combination of stylish good looks, state-of-the-art Airflame

technology and an impressive heat output.

10  bauhaus airflame

Authenticity worth paying for Flexible fires
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bauhaus airflame 11
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12  blenheim airflame
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blenheim airflame 13

blenheim
If your home is your castle, then Blenheim Airflame may just be the fire for you. This is a

fire that looks truly regal, and will add a touch of refinement to any room. Powered by

the unique Airflame technology, the Blenheim Airflame produces a massive 1200˚c of

intense heat and light at its core - enough to warm a room of the most palatial

proportions. The choice of the discerning homeowner, Blenheim Airflame also gives you

the benefit of our Mix & Match system, which enables you to create a fire to suit your

exact requirements.

blenheim
airflame

The Blenheim Airflame Fire

• Airflame technology for ultimate 

realism

• Choice of pebble or coal bed

• Choice of manual, remote control 

or top control

• Choice of brass, black and brass, 

chrome or black fire fronts

• Choice of double, or half trim

• Activeheat™ for rapid and even 

heat distribution

• Mix & Match for easy style updating

• XL kit supplied for extra high heat 

output on manual and remote control 

models

• Suitable for homes with deeper 

chimneys or flues

• Heat output 4.0kW

Authenticity worth paying for Flexible fires
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14  airflame decorative

The Airflame Decorative Fire

• Airflame technology for ultimate realism

• Choice of coal or pebble bed

• Choice of manual or remote control 

• Available with a selection of fire fronts 

(please ask your retailer for details)

• 16" or 18" option available 

• XL kit supplied for extra high heat output 

on manual and remote control models

• For homes with deep chimneys

• Heat output 

Airflame 16” 2.2kW

Airflame 16” with XL kit 3.4kW

Airflame 18” 5.8kW

airflameairflame decorative
If you currently have a real solid fuel fire and want to change 

to the convenience of gas, Airflame Decorative makes it easy.

You can retain your original features and just add an Airflame

‘gas burning bed’.

Boasting the patented technology of Airflame at its heart, 

Airflame Decorative has a deep ambient glow and beautiful

authentic dancing flame patterns, and even allows you to control

the height and colour of the flames. 

Authenticity worth paying for Flexible fires
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16  the collection

Style never goes out of fashion, which is why you can't go wrong with the fire

collection from Wonderfire. Whether you prefer the welcoming homely feel of the

Opulent, the contemporary looks of a hole in the wall Splendour or the truly evocative

driftwood and skimmers fuel bed of the Fascination, Wonderfire has a fire to suit your

taste and requirements perfectly - even if your home doesn't have a chimney.

But with Wonderfire, great design isn't purely about aesthetics. It's also about

performance. For instance, many of the fires in our collection feature our innovative

fireslide controls which are conveniently located on top of the fire for ease of use. We

also have remote control fires for complete ease. Some of our models have curved

rear reflectors which give enchanting real flame effects. Others have Activeheat™

technology designed to keep even the furthest corners of a large room warm. Take a

look for yourself on the following pages, because we think you'll agree that the

Wonderfire collection has style and substance.

the fire collection
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fascination 17

fascination
Purely and simply stunning. That’s Fascination. Suitable for hearth or hole in the wall

mounting, the gleaming frame and striking glass front of this scene-stealing fire provide the

perfect backdrop for the ultra-stylish driftwood and skimmers fuel bed. One look at it and

you’ll see how the Fascination earned its name. Just watch the flames dancing in, out and

around these exquisite hand-formed materials, creating myriad shapes and, ultimately, a truly

stunning centrepiece for your room. It could keep you fascinated for hours.

fascination

Fascination

• Stylish glass front

• Contemporary driftwood and skimmers bed

• Available in platinum and bronze

• Suitable for hearth or hole in the wall mounting

• Suitable for homes with deeper chimneys or flues 

• Spacer kit available for shallower pre-cast flues*

• Heat output 2.4kW

• Optional battery operated remote control (shown below) 

* Deep fires can be used with a spacer kit (to be purchased separately) in homes
with shallower pre-cast flues. This however, will require the use of a deep rebated fire
surround or false chimney breast. Please talk to your installer for further information.

Driftwood and skimmers fuel bed. Remote control. (optional)
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18  splendour
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splendour
The epitome of sophisticated styling, the Splendour is a stunning fire

for the contemporary home. The inspired design takes minimalism to

a whole new level. A guaranteed talking point, this is a fire that

commands attention. The classic curves of the natural stone effect

or highly polished chrome bowl are cleverly highlighted by the ribbed

rear reflector. Add its sensational new flame effect and you'll be

mesmerised for hours. Splendour fascias are created from a solid

marble base and so deliver all the natural and authentic appeal of a

stone fascia. The full remote control system even allows you to ignite

the fire from the comfort of your arm chair and removes the need for

a permanent pilot light on the fire.

splendour

Splendour

• Mesmerising flame picture with beautiful ambient glow

• Landscape version available in stone with a stone effect 

bowl

• Suitable for hearth or wall mounting

(20mm gap required above top surface or hearth)

• Suitable for homes with deeper chimneys or flues

• Full remote control

• Heat output 2.5kW

• Optional hearths available

• Portrait versions available in stone with a stone effect

bowl or black with a chrome bowl

splendour 19

Winner: Best gas fire at Hearth

& Home Exhibition 2006

Splendour portrait in stoneRemote Control
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The perfect centrepiece for any modern interior, the Chic is very aptly named.

Its distinctive bars, stylish pebble fuel bed, brushed alloy metal design and

platinum effect finish bring a cool contemporary edge, ideal for those clean,

uncluttered, minimalist looks.

Suitable for hearth or wall mounting, the Chic gas has a fireslide top control 

so it's not only easy on the eye, it's also effortless to operate.

chicchic

20  chic
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The Chic Fire

• Stylish platinum finish

• White pebble bed

• Fireslide top control for effortless operation (not 

available on power flue balanced flue or electric 

models)

• Suitable for hearth or hole in the wall mounting

• Suitable for all chimney or flue types

• Power flue and balanced flue options for homes 

with no chimney

• Heat output

Chic 3.1kW

Chic Power flue 3.1kW (manual control)

Chic Balanced flue 2.8kW

Chic Electric 2.0kW (new flame picture)

• Spacer kit included (electric)

‘Hole in the wall’ mounted 

Chic balanced flue.

chic 21

‘Hole in the wall’ mounted Chic.
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opulent
As its name suggests, the Opulent adds a touch of luxury to any room. 

With a choice of gold plated or antique silver finish, the Regency-inspired

cast iron trim and fret of the Opulent evokes a timeless appeal. A simple

fireslide top control means you can turn Opulent on, off, up or down

effortlessly.

The Opulent is also available with a deep or slimline coalbed, so it's the

ideal choice for a classically decorated room, even those with smaller flues. 

opulent

22  opulent
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t
Opulent slimline in gold.

The Opulent Fire

• Heavy cast iron trim and fret

• Available in gold plated and antique silver

• Fireslide top control for effortless operation

• Choice of deep or slimline coal bed 

• Suitable for all chimney or flue types

• Heat output 

Opulent 3.4kW

Opulent Slimline 3.1kW

opulent 23
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24  serenity
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serenity
Look into a fire that will make you feel calm and relaxed after a long

stressful day - look into Serenity. The ultimate style statement, its striking

platinum finish, up-to-the-minute landscape appearance and tranquil white

pebble bed give that memorable designer feel to any room. 

serenity

• Spacer kit available for shallower pre-cast flues*

• Heat output gas 2.6kW

• Heat output electric 2.0kW (new flame picture)

• Spacer kit included (electric)

* Deep fires can be used with a spacer kit (to be purchased separately) in homes with
shallower pre-cast flues. This however, will require the use of a deep rebated fire
surround or false chimney breast. Please talk to your installer for further information.

The Serenity Fire

• Stylish landscape design

• Tranquil new white pebble bed 

• Available in platinum finish

• Suitable for hearth or hole in the wall mounting

• Designed for homes with deeper chimneys or flues

serenity 25
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26  eternal

eternaleternal
A fire you'll love forever. Inspired by the simple elegance of the Art Deco period,

Eternal will set off any style of décor. Its subtly sculpted frame and graceful three-bar

fret are reminiscent of 1920's luxury liners. But the Eternal doesn't just have lots 

of style. It also has a wealth of substance. Boasting Activeheat™ and a fireslide top

control for ease of operation, Eternal is as effective as it is beautiful. 
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The Eternal Fire

• Available in brass and silver finishes

• Choice of deep or slimline coal bed

• Activeheat™ for rapid and even heat distribution

• Fireslide top control for effortless

operation (gas only)

• Suitable for all chimney or flue types

• Electric version also available

• Heat output

Eternal 4.1kW

Eternal Slimline 3.4kW

Eternal Electric 2.0kW

• Spacer kit included (electric)

Eternal in silver with deep fuel bed.

eternal 27
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memphis
If you love the warm, cosy look of stoves but yearn for the convenience 

of gas, the Memphis is the stove for you. With its stylish chrome trim, the

Memphis is perfectly at home in a contemporary setting. Alternatively, for 

a more traditional look, just add the optional tracery. With a realistic flame

effect, a choice of two sizes and heat outputs, there’s a Memphis Stove 

to suit your home and your needs exactly.

memphis

28  memphis

The Memphis Stove

• Solid steel construction and 

cast iron door

• Optional tracery for more 

traditional look

• Available in two sizes and 

two heat outputs

• Easily controllable heat settings

• Top or rear flue connection 

for flexible installation

• Suitable for homes with deep chimneys

• Heat output 

Memphis 5 - 3.0kW

Memphis 7 - 4.0kW
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savannah
The Savannah has a steel main body and a heavy cast iron door;

it truly offers the charm of a real fire. With its impressive heat

output of 4.8kW, the Savannah is ideal for heating all sized rooms

and ensures immediate comfort and warmth without the mess of

wood or coal.

The Savannah offers the options of complete remote control that

can be used to programme a constant room temperature as well

as turning the fire on and off to pilot and a choice of log or coal

fuel bed.

Optional accessories of a canopy and decorative door tracery will

enable you to personalise your stove and make it perfect for your

home.

savannah

savannah 29

The Savannah Stove

• Solid steel construction and cast iron doors

• Optional tracery for a more traditional look

• Easily controllable heat settings

• Heat output 4.8kW
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Height Width Depth

28 Memphis 5 3.0 n/a 3.7 n/a Manual ✔ ✔ ✕ ✕ - - - - - - - - - 500 384 362 102
28 Memphis 7 4.0 n/a 5.0 n/a Manual ✔ ✔ ✕ ✕ - - - - - - - - - 549 458 365 127
29 Savannah 4.8 4.6 2.0 2.0 Remote Control ✔ ✔ ✕ ✕ - - - - - - - - - 549 458 365 -

heat output heat input control chimney/flue type

page product max max max max height width depth height width depth height width depth fascia fascia fascia
NG LPG NG LPG mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm height A width B depth C

6 Style Airflame 4.0 3.4 6.9 6.2 ✔ ✔† ✕ ✕ 560-585 415-495 305 560-585 415-495 305 - - - 605 530 83              295
8 Aspire Airflame 4.0 3.4 6.9 6.2 ✔ ✔† ✕ ✕ 560-585 415-495 305 560-585 415-495 305 - - - 605 530 70 295
10 Bauhaus Airflame 4.0 3.4 6.9 6.2 ✔ ✔† ✕ ✕ 560-585 415-495 305 560-585 415-495 305 - - - 605 530 83 295
12 Blenheim Airflame 4.0 3.4 6.9 6.2 ✔ ✔† ✕ ✕ 560-585 415-495 305 560-585 415-495 305 - - - 605 530 77 295
12 Blenheim Airflame convector

with XL kit 5.5 3.4 10.0 6.2 Manual or Remote Control ✔ ✔† ✕ ✕ - - - - - - - - - 605 530 77 295
14 Airflame Decorative 16” 2.2 2.0 6.9 6.2 Manual or Remote Control ✔ ✕ ✕ ✕ - 380 225 - - - - - - - - - -
14 Airflame Decorative 16” 

with XL kit 3.4 2.0 10.0 6.2 Manual or Remote Control ✔ ✕ ✕ ✕ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
15 Airflame Decorative 18” 5.8 4.9 10.9 9.0 Manual or Remote Control ✔ ✕ ✕ ✕ - 430 305 - - - - - - - - - -

7 Style Slimline 3.4 3.5 6.0 6.1 Manual ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ 540-575 335-435 235 540-575 335-435 165 540-575 335-435 138 585 450 83 135
17 Fascination 2.4 2.3 5.5 5.0 Manual ✔ ✔† ✔✣ ✕ 555-575 405-457 285 555-575 405-457 305 555-575 450 240 599 520 61 235
17 Fascination Remote Control 2.4 2.3 5.5 5.0 Remote Control ✔ ✔† ✔✣ ✕ 555-575 405-457 285 555-575 405-457 305 555-575 450 240 599 520 61 235
18 Splendour Landscape 2.5 2.5 5.3 5.3 Remote Control ✔ ✔ ✔✣ ✕ 555-575 405-457 250 555-575 405-457 270 555-575 450 205 600 825 76 201
18 Splendour 2.5 2.5 5.3 5.3 Manual ✔ ✔ ✔✣ ✕ 555-576 405-458 286 555-575 405-457 270 555-575 450 205 600 825 76 201
19 Splendour Portrait 2.5 2.5 5.3 5.3 Remote control ✔ ✔ ✔✣ ✕ 555-576 405-458 286 555-575 405-457 270 555-575 450 205 600 700 62 -
20 Chic 3.1 3.3 6.0 6.1 Top Control ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ 535-575 335-435 200 535-575 335-435 150 535-575 335-345 120 600 467 57 115
21 Chic Balanced Flue 2.8 n/a 3.7 n/a Top Control ✕ ✕ ✕ ✔ - - - - - - - - - 609 482 104 112
21 Chic Power Flue 3.1 3.2 6 6.1 Manual ✕ ✕ ✕ ✔ - - - - - - - - - 600 467 180 140
22 Opulent 3.4 3.7 6.8 6.7 Top Control ✔ ✔† ✕ ✕ 555-575 405-457 285 555-575 405-457 305 555-575 450 240 606 518 85 235
23 Opulent Slimline 3.1 3.3 6.0 6.1 Top Control ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ 535-575 335-435 200 535-575 335-435 150 535-575 335-435 120 606 518 85 115
24 Serenity 2.6 n/a 5.1 n/a Manua ✔ ✔† ✔✣ ✕ 555-575 405-457 285 555-575 405-457 305 555-575 450 240 603 976 72 235
26 Eternal Slimline 3.4 3.5 6.0 6.1 Top Control ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ 540-575 335-435 235 555-575 405-457 305 540-575 335-435 138 612 513 76 135
27 Eternal 4.1 4.0 6.8 6.7 Top Control ✔ ✔† ✔✣ ✕ 555-575 405-457 285 555-575 405-457 305 555-575 450 240 612 513 76 235
30 Sonnet Slimline 3.1 3.1 6.0 6.1 Manual ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ - - - - - - - - - 585 450 65 115
30 Sonnet Powerflue 3.1 3.1 6.0 6.1 Manual - - - ✔ - - - - - - - - - 600 470 65 115

31 Camden Slimline 3.1 3.1 6.0 6.1 Manual ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ 535-575 335-435 200 535-575 335-435 150 535-575 335-435 120 585 450 67 115
31 Camden Powerflue 3.1 3.1 6.0 6.1 Manual - - - ✔ - - - - - - - - - 600 470 65 115

7 Style Electric 2.0 n/a n/a n/a Top concealed under canopy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - - - 606 492 94 75
20 Chic Electric 2.0 n/a n/a n/a Top concealed under canopy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - - - 606 478 60 75
25 Serenity Electric 2.0 n/a n/a n/a Top concealed under canopy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - - - 610 978 72 75
26 Eternal Electric 2.0 n/a n/a n/a Top concealed under canopy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - - - 602 512 73 75

BRICK 
BUILT

CHIMNEY

PRE-
FABRICATED

FLUE

PRE
CAST
FLUE

NO 
CHIMNEY
OR FLUE

† Due to the sheer number of varying flue boxes it is not possible to advise on which fires are 

suitable until the existing fire has been removed.

✣ Applicable to certain pre-cast flues only when used with the optional extra spacer kit. 

A rebated surround or false wall will be required.

* When using a spacer kit.

No xl kit for the top control models

Please refer to instruction manual for other chimney flue types.

stoves

30  specifications and dimensions

collection fires

electric fires

airflame fires

fireplace openings required
Brick Built Pre Fabricated Pre Cast

engine
depth D

Manual, Remote or Top Control
Manual or Remote Control
Manual, Remote or Top Control
Manual, Remote or Top Control
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Brick-built chimney (deep chimney)
Suitable for all fires, the classic brick-built chimney can handle fires with a deep bed right through to

shallower slimline styles.

Pre-fabricated flue (deep flue)
Suitable for most fires, pre-fabricated flues are deep enough to take most of the deep models and all of the

slimline styles.

Pre-cast flue (slimline flue)
Usually found in modern homes, pre-cast flues are suitable for a wide range of slimline fires. However, a

number of deeper fires can be adapted for pre-cast flues with the use of a spacer kit.

No chimney or flue
Our range of balanced flue, powerflue and electric fires may be the ideal solution for you.

Spacer kits
Some fires can be adapted to fit certain pre-cast flues. So if you like the look of a deeper fire but only have

a shallow chimney or flue, a spacer kit could provide the ideal solution. For further information, please talk

to your installer.

We want you to enjoy your new Wonderfire right from the very start.

That's why we've made it easy for you to select the fire that's perfect for you and your home.

So all you have to do is take a look at the pictures below and decide which one best matches the

chimney at your home then, when you're leafing through our brochure and find a fire you like, simply

check it's suitable for the chimney at your property.

Which Wonderfire is right for you?

Prefabricated flue Pre-cast flue No chimney or flueBrick built chimney

Activeheat™ and Radiant Heat

All fires give out radiant heat. Radiant heat

feels like being warmed by the sun. The

heat moves outwards from the fire, so the

closer you get to the fire the warmer you

feel. Whilst this is suitable for most homes,

creating additional warmth throughout the

room can take some time. This is where

Activeheat™ helps. 

Fires with Activeheat™ not only give out radiant heat but actively draw in the

cold air from the room, pass it through a heat exchanger to warm it up and

circulate it back around the room by means of natural convection, improving the

output and efficiency of the fire in the process.

Airflame technology

Quite simply the most realistic gas fire available today, Airflame is widely

acknowledged as the best on the market. With its deep ambient glow and

beautiful authentic dancing flame patterns, Airflame emulates a real fire in every

way. The patented technology gives 1200 degrees celsius at the heart of the fire and allows users

to control the flame height and colour.

Mix & Match

Wherever you see the Mix & Match logo, you have the option to customise the

look of your fire. You can specify a coal or pebble bed, an Aspire, Bauhaus, Style

or Blenheim front with either manual, top control or remote control. There is also a

choice of finishes and double, or half frames. See the Mix & Match fire options on pages 4 – 15. 

Fireslide

Wherever you see the Fireslide logo your fire will be supplied with the Fireslide top

control for ease of operation.

Radiant heat Activeheat™
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Telephone carelines
Sales: 08706 061067

Technical Advice: 08706 061065

Switchboard: 08706 061064

Spares: 08706 000454

Fax: 0121 373 8181

Brochure Hotline: 0845 601 0836

Web: www.wonderfire.co.uk

Heateam is a Baxi Heating UK operation dedicated to providing state-of-the-art customer

service. Its role is to support our products long after they leave our factory. Our lines are open

363 days of the year and our team of CORGI registered gas engineers are on hand 6 days a

week, to provide support. In the unlikely event that there are any mechanical problems with

your fire while it is still in warranty they will come out to rectify the problem free of charge*. Heateam also offer the

facility to register your guarantee and extend the warranty on any of our gas products for your added peace of mind.

Telephone 08706 090081 or visit www.heateam.co.uk.

GENERAL NOTES
Wonderfire gas fires are C.E. approved and manufactured under a BS EN ISO 9001 quality system,
which covers all areas of product design, development, manufacture and service. All gas appliances

must be installed by a competent Corgi Registered Installer and in accordance with the manufacturer's installation
instructions and they should not be fitted directly onto a carpet or floor of combustible material.

Though accurate at the time of printing, this brochure is not intended to replace the installation manual which
provides more detailed information. Please note that certain parts of the appliances will become hot. A suitable
guard is therefore recommended where the very young or infirm are concerned. The Wonderfire policy is one of
continual improvement and development. The right to change specification without prior notice is reserved. 
The statutory rights of the consumer are not affected.

*No liability is accepted for problems caused by poor installation or misuse of the product. 

The Wonderfire brand belongs to Baxi Heating UK’s Fires Division, Wood Lane, Erdington, Birmingham B24 9QP 
and is a registered Baxi Group Company.

09/06

All Wonderfire gas fires comply fully with minimum

efficiencies as outlined in the new Part L regulations
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